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‘G.B.: I have the feeling that something I’ve pursued through all my writing 

has been the subject of energy, the nature of vitality, and where, and if, and 

how, it resides in art works. (…) 

L.S.: But what is energy, is it a force? 

G.B.: It’s the prime source of the universe.’ 

Guy Brett interviewed by L. Sandino (Brett, 2001, p. 212)  

 

 

BEYOND SYMBOLIZATION  

 

During the last years of her life, from 1976 to 1988, Lygia Clark developed a 

therapeutic practice that she entitled Estruturação do Self (Structuring of the Self). 

With obvious connotations with a psychological background of references that led 

her research and originated previous works1, her endeavour concerned a labour with 

the unconscious2, beyond verbal awareness (Clark, 2005, p. 15)3, beyond discursive 

meaning or elaboration, and beyond symbolization (Clark, 2005, p. 60)4. 

                                                             
1 According to Suely Rolnik, Lygia Clark’s work implicating the body developed in four different 
phases: Longing for the Body, 1966 (Nostalgia do Corpo), The House is the Body, 1967-69 (A Casa é o 
Corpo), Body is the House, 1968-70 (Corpo é a Casa), and Collective Body, 1972-75 (Corpo Colectivo) (Clark, 
2005, p. 15).  
2 ‘… I ended up proposing things from psychology, which I would never, ever, call unconscious, but 
any way I do my work with the unconscious’; in the original version: ‘… acabei propondo coisas de 
psicologia, que eu não chamaria nunca, jamais, de inconsciente, mas de qualquer maneira eu faço meu 
trabalho com o inconsciente’. All translations are mine unless otherwise stated. 
3 ‘It happens a lot with me, all of a sudden I start raising and grab a part of the client’s body, without 
her having asked me to. And when she gets up, she says: “the moment you raised, you placed the hand 
exactly on the spot I wanted you to put it, which was necessary for me”. It’s the pre-verbal thing’; in 
the original version: ‘… acontece muito comigo, de eu de repente começar a levantar e pegar numa 
parte do corpo da cliente, sem que ela tivesse pedido. E quando ela levanta, me diz: “Naquele 
momento que você levantou, você colocou a mão exactamente no lugar que eu queria que você 
colocasse, que era o necessário para mim”. É a coisa pré-verbal’. 
4 Talking about the Estruturação do Self, Lygia Clark says: ‘… I have the experience with many people 
who really don’t symbolize, and the thing itself is so clear that there is no need to symbolize, because 
the thing itself is in itself whole’; in the original version: ‘… tenho experiência com muita gente que 
não simboliza mesmo, e é tão clara a coisa em si, que não há necessidade de simbolizar, porque a coisa 
em si é ela por inteiro’. 
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The Estruturação do Self  (figs. 1-6) consisted mostly in one-to-one sessions 

(Clark, 1995, p. 25)5 that took place in a consultation room at her home, in Rio de 

Janeiro6. The sessions were experimental: what went on might be described as a 

living experience7 based on a bodily engagement and with few, albeit important, 

verbal occurrences (Clark, 2005, p. 60)8. Guy Brett uses the term ‘life-act’ to 

synthesize the ‘practices and insights’ of Lygia Clark’s work:  

The proposal of Lygia Clark is embodied in the act, and enacted in the 
body. It exists in the moment that you do it or live it and nothing 
remains afterwards. And yet, in its very simplicity, sensuality and 
ephemerality, it is also a thing of the mind. (…) [artist, mediating object 
and spectator] evolved organically in a process in which lived experience 
and thought were completely interdependent and inseparable (Brett, 
2004, p. 27).  
 

Handled by the artist, to be sensed or manipulated by the client, a number of 

candid objects made out of simple everyday life materials would facilitate the 

bridging into the bodily realm. The concrete qualities of the Objetos Relacionais 

(Relational Objects) (figs. 1-6) would tranship through sensory channels and bodily 

systems, revealing sites, accidents within, an ingrained imagery to be confronted 

with. In Lygia Clark’s words, these objects, ‘in contact with the body, by their 

physical qualities, cause the affective memory to emerge, bringing experiences that 

the verbal memory is unable to detect’ (Clark, 2005, p. 20)9. She remarked that ‘the 

                                                             
In 1968, in an interview to Vera Pedrosa, while developing the series of works A Casa é o Corpo (The 
House is the Body), the artist was already clear about this: ‘Presently, the allegory, instead of 
communicating something, extracts from communication what is more alive in it. Thus, the real is 
more important. If [communication is] anything, the attempt to charge it with a symbolical meaning 
is weakening it’ (Clark, 1997, p. 227); on the original version: ‘A alegoria, atualmente, em vez de 
comunicar alguma coisa, retira da comunicação o que ela tem de mais vivo. Assim, o real é mais 
importante. Se alguma coisa é, tentar colocar-lhe por cima um sentido simbólico é enfraquecê-la’. 
5 Lygia Clark worked for a time, exceptionally, with a couple. 
6 In Copacabana, at R. Prado Júnior, nr. 16, 8th floor. 
7 ‘Vivência’ is the Portuguese term for ‘living experience’. 
8 ‘I don’t carry out an interview, the person gets in and wants to tell the story. I say: if you knew your 
story you wouldn’t be here. Take off your clothes, lie down and let’s start working’; in the original 
version: ‘Eu não faço entrevista, a pessoa entra e quer contar a história. Eu digo: se você soubesse a 
sua história, você não estaria aqui. Dispa-se, deite e vamos começar o trabalho’. 
9 In the original version: ‘os objetos relacionais em contato com o corpo fazem emergir por suas 
qualidades físicas a memória afetiva, trazendo experiências que a memória verbal não consegue 
detectar’.  
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silence, at the moment of the session during which I leave the client with the objects, 

is very important’, given that ‘silence sews one’ (Clark, 2005, p. 20)10. Lula 

Wanderlei, who would bring Lygia Clark’s work into the institutional ground of 

psychiatry, described the Objetos Relacionais (Relational Objects) and their part on the 

Estruturação do Self:  

they are objects with a specific tactile sensorial quality, which do not 
bring a visual language that might endow them with meaning, apart 
from the relation they establish with the body. They gain significance 
within the relation they establish with the body through a language 
specific of the body and, if you attain that relationship, you go into the 
subjective, you’ll come out of the psychotic position. Because you give 
meaning to the objects, you give meaning to your body and to life itself. 
That is, in synthesis, the experience of the Structuring of the Self (Novoa, 
2005).  
 

This path of self-recognition would lead to a ‘state of art without art’ (Clark, 

2005, p. 23)11: Suely Rolnik named it ‘therapeutics for illnesses of the creative 

imagination’ (Clark, 2005, p. 23)12 while, in Lygia Clark’s own words, it aimed at 

retrieving the ‘normal state of the human being, which is the creative state’ (Clark, 
                                                             
10 Lygia Clark was straightforward about this: ‘The “estruturação do self’” (“structuring of the self”) 
happens in the pre-verbal space. During this phase of the work, silence is totally respected and the 
word intervenes afterwards, if the person wishes to express verbally images or sensations they have 
lived’; in the original version, “A ‘estruturação do self’ se dá no espaço pré-verbal. Durante esta fase 
do trabalho o silêncio é totalmente respeitado e a palavra intervém depois, se a pessoa quiser 
expressar verbalmente imagens ou sensações vividas” (Clark, 1997, p. 322). ‘The silence at the 
moment of the session in which I leave the client with the objects, for example, is very important. 
That client, for example, during the last session, made a long reflection with only one sentence and 
then he fell asleep. We stood for an hour, I was sitting on the floor, he was sleeping, and there was no 
talking. You know that silence sews one’; in the original version: ‘O silêncio no momento da sessão 
em que deixo o cliente com os objectos, por exemplo, é muito importante. Aquele cliente, por 
exemplo, na última sessão, fez uma grande reflexão com uma só frase e depois ele dormiu. Ficamos 
uma hora, eu sentada no chão, ele dormindo, e não se falava nada. Você sabe que o silêncio costura a 
pessoa’ (Clark, 2005, p. 60). Lula Wanderlei (Novoa, 2005) describes the Objetos Relacionais (Relational 
Objects): ‘(…) I also learned through those experiences to make a reading not only of the experience, 
but also of the living experience of the clients, the way they lived time and space, the objects. (…) I 
don’t consider it psychotherapy, because I don’t have control over the process. I offer an object, 
phenomenologically deconstructed so that you can appropriate it and reconstruct it, reconstructing 
your own body. It is up to the client to do that or not and it is up to me to follow up the construction 
he makes with that object and if it is valid for him or not’; in the original version: ‘… aprendi também 
através dessas experiências a fazer leituras não só da experiência, mas da vivência dos clientes, o modo 
deles vivenciarem o tempo e o espaço, os objetos. (…) eu não considero uma psicoterapia, porque eu 
não tenho domínio do processo. Eu ofereço um objeto, fenomenologicamente descontruido para que 
você aproprie-se dele e o reconstrua, reconstruindo seu próprio corpo. Cabe ao cliente fazer isso ou 
não e a mim seguir qual é a construção que ele faz com aquele objeto e se ela é válida para ele ou não’. 
11: ‘… able to live an aesthetic experience in the full sense: the “state of art without art”’ in the original 
version: ‘podendo viver uma experiência estética no sentido pleno: o “estado de arte sem arte’’’.  
12 In the original version: ‘terapêutica para as doenças da imaginação criadora’. 
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2005, p. 23)13. With this sense, Lygia Clark repeated that ‘a psychotic should not be 

regarded as mad, but as an artist without artwork’ (Clark, 2005, p. 23)14.  

 
 

Lygia Clark’s early Neoconcrete research ran from the ‘discovery of the 

organic line’ between surface and space, in the Planos de Superfície Modulada, 1955 

(Planes of Modulated Surface), to the ‘immanence of the act’, in Caminhando, 1963 

(Walking). According to Ferreira Gullar (Clark, 1997, pp. 59-67), this stage of her 

research originated with the painting Plano de Superfície Modulada n.º1, 1955 (Plane 

of Modulated Surface nr.1) (fig. 7), although the experiments that would lead to this 

work had started in 1954 with the Descoberta da Linha Orgânica (Discovery of the 

Organic Line) (fig. 8) and with the series Quebra da Moldura (Breaking of the Frame) 

(fig. 9)15. The Plane of Modulated Surface would afterwards evolve to the series Espaço 

Modulado (Modulated Space) (fig. 10), 1958, and Ovo Linear (Linear Egg) (fig. 11), 

1958, Ovo Contra-Relevo (Counter-relief Egg) (fig. 12), 1959, Contra-Relevo (Counter-

Relief) (fig. 13), 1959, and Casulo (Cocoon) (fig. 14), 1959, culminating with the series 

Bicho (Animal) (fig. 15), 1960-63, followed by the paradigmatic work Caminhando, in 

1963 (fig. 16). Lygia Clark set off from the relation between shape and background, 

the ‘organic line’ being the actual, real space that remained between two juxtaposed 

                                                             
13 Suely Rolnik quotes the testimony of the musician and composer Jards Macalé, when he recalls 
Lygia Clark’s words: ‘Whenever you feel empty, don’t fight against the void. Don’t fight against 
anything. Let yourself remain empty. Little by little you’ll be filled until you get back to the normal 
state of the human being, which is the creative’; in the original version: ‘Quando você se sentir vazio, 
não lute contra o vazio. Não lute contra nada. Deixe-se ficar vazio. Aos poucos você vai se 
preenchendo até voltar ao estado normal do ser humano, que é o criativo’. 
14 In the original version: ‘nunca trate um psicótico como louco mas sim como um artista sem obra de 
arte’. 
15 Ferreira Gullar traces Lygia Clark’s trajectory explaining in detail the works which may be posited 
within the Neoconcrete development, but is far more succinct when approaching the works deriving 
from Walking (Caminhando), mentioning the name of only a few of the subsequent works and referring 
to the Estruturação do Self synthetically as ‘attempts to therapeutic use’ (in the original: ‘tentativas de 
uso terapêutico’, in: Clark, 2005, p. 60). A critical reading of Gullar’s words, pointing out the absence 
of his typical thorough analysis and systemtic approach regarding what he called the ‘propositions of 
sensory experiment’ (‘proposições de experiências sensoriais’, in: Clark, 2005, p. 67), makes it 
tempting to identify, along with Michael Asbury, those later works of Lygia Clark as ‘post-
neoconcrete’. 
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surfaces. This focus on the space between the canvas and its frame led to the 

dismissal of the latter, placing the question of pictorial enactment within the relation 

between surface and space, from a strictly optical perception to an ‘organic’ 

apprehension, that is, the sensing of a ‘temporal space’ (in the original, ‘tempo-

espaço’) expressed in the ‘organic lines’. These lines, external to the surface yet 

interpenetrating it in horizontals and verticals to produce an oblique tension, 

originated a dynamics of actual, real space on the two-dimensional surface, 

revealling the ‘thread of space’, or the ‘cut of real space’ (Clark, 2005, pp. 84-86)16.  

 

It is significant that the artist should bequeath her ‘therapeutic setting’17 to 

Lula Wanderlei and Gina Ferreira, two psychiatrists who worked with Nise da 

Silveira at Casa das Palmeiras and who would bring Clark’s work into their clinical 

practice, carrying it on to the present day18. The motivation to understand the 

remarkable absence of figurative representations on the plastic production of 

schizophrenics and, conversely, the predominance of abstraction, stylization and 

geometric drawing is described by Nise da Silveira while observing her patients:  

I watched them painting. I saw their grimacing faces. I was attentive to 
the furor that would take hold of their hands. I had the impression that 
they were living ‘nameless and always more dangerous states of being’19. 
It was impossible for me in fact to accept the prevailing opinion 
according to which all non-figurative painting should mean erasure of 
affectivity and tendency to the dissolution of the real (Silveira, 2005, p. 
11).  

 

                                                             
16 Originally in Lygia Clark e o espaço expressional concreto (Lygia Clark and the expressional concrete space), 
interview by Edelweiss Sarmento for the Jornal do Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, 2 July 1959, Sunday 
supplement, p. 3. 
17 On the video-documentary Lygia Clark. Memória do Corpo (Lygia Clark. Memory of the Body), directed 
by Mário Carneiro, in 1984, the artist explains her concern in passing on her work. The term 
‘therapeutic setting’ is used by Lula Wanderlei when refering to the Estruturação do Self also in that 
video. 
18 Lula Wanderlei and Gina Ferreira met at the Casa das Palmeiras, and later got married. Gina 
Ferreira had therapy sessions with Lygia Clark and Lula Wanderlei came with her to try the therapy. 
Lula Wanderlei would later create the Espaço Aberto ao Tempo (Space Opened to Time), active until 
the present time (see note 39). About Casa das Palmeiras see note 17. 
19 Nise da Silveira uses Antonin Artaud’s expression to refer to the psychic affection that falls into the 
category of schizophrenia. 
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While she empirically realized the impossibility of establishing codes, for 

abstract language creates itself at every instant (Silveira, 2005, p. 14), she 

acknowledged that ‘at the hospital, geometric drawing gave evidence of the 

instinctive efforts invested to appease the emotional disorders and also revealed a 

search for security that could be expressed through stable constructions’ (Silveira, 

2005, p. 16). The presence of artists at the STOR, as assistants or visitors (Silveira, 

2005, p. 8)20, as well as the support of art critics to the work taking place there21, 

would reach the so called Brazilian Constructivist Project, directly influencing the 

Concrete artistic movement in Rio de Janeiro and the whole of its Neoconcrete 

development22. Paulo Herkenhoff refers the ‘extraordinary encounter between Mário 

Pedrosa and Nise da Silveira’, whom, despite identifying with different references in 

the fields of psychology and of politics, the art historian and critic Pedrosa being a 

Freudian and Trotskist, and Silveira being a Junguian and an anarchist, nevertheless 

shared the conception that ‘a complete society wouldn’t uphold the difference 

                                                             
20 ‘At the end of the 1940s, Ivan Serpa and Abraão Palatnik, two young friends of Mavignier’s that 
would be famed on the world of Brazilian arts, came often with him to the studio’.  
Lygia Pape refers the Sunday visits to Engenho de Dentro with the three artists, Mário Pedrosa and 
also Décio Vitório and Geraldo de Barros (PAPE, 1980, pp. 47-48: Catiti catiti, na terra dos Brasis. 
Dissertação de Mestrado, Instituto de Filosofia e Ciências Sociais, Departamento de Filosofia, UFRJ: 
Rio de Janeiro). The visitors would continue the meetings with the artists from Engenho de Dentro 
when they were no longer residents of the hospital. Besides Mavignier, Serpa and Palatnik, among 
others, Nise da Silveira refers Mário Pedrosa’s visits to Emygdio and to Raphael, the latter also 
visited by Murilo Mendes. 
21 In her writings, Nise da Silveira frequently quotes Mário Pedrosa, namely from his art column at 
the Rio de Janeiro’s newspaper Correio da Manhã, on the exhibitions, the art works and the artists 
from Engenho de Dentro. She also mentions, for instances, the comments about Raphael’s drawings 
by Leon Degand, Sérgio Milliet, Antônio Bento and Flávio de Aquino.   
22 Haroldo de Campos, concretist poet from the avant-guard of the 40s, reports the history, genealogy 
and circumstances of the so-called Brazilian Constructivist Project, in his text Noigandres. 
Construtivismo no Brasil. Concretismo e Neoconcretismo (in: 
http://www.artbr.com.br/casa/noigand/index.html), describing as complementary the opposition 
between the São Paulo Concretist artists and its dissidence by the Rio de Janeiro Neoconcretist 
artists: ‘… it seems to me that both artistic orientations of that polemic and fertile period, with the 
natural differences of temperament and accomplishment, can be seen as variants – even 
complementary – of a “Brazilian Constructivist Project”, title of the great retrospective exhibition 
presented in 1977 at the MAM of Rio and at the Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo, under the 
curatorship of the art critic and historian Aracy Amaral’; in the original version: ‘… parece-me que 
ambas as orientações artísticas daquele período fecundo e polêmico, com as naturais diferenças de 
temperamento e realização, podem ser vistas com variantes - até complementares - de um “Projeto 
Construtivo Brasileiro”, título aliás da grande exposição retrospectiva apresentada, em 1977, no 
MAM do Rio e na Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo, sob a curadoria da crítica e historiadora da arte 
Aracy Amaral’. 
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between work, experience, art and life’ (Clark, 2005, pp. 81-82). In a 1974 letter to 

Hélio Oiticica, while developing the series Corpo Coletivo (Collective Body) (fig. 17) at 

the Sorbonne, namely the work Baba Antropofágica (Anthropophagic Drool) (fig. 18), 

Lygia Clark emphasises the creative and mythological nature of her psychoanalytic 

experience23, describing what she calls the ‘dismembering’ (‘morcellement’) of the 

body, to conclude with an aphoristic remark: ‘geometry is born from the reflection of 

the body on my mind’ (Clark, 1998, p. 233). 

 

Lygia Clark viewed the gestures of manipulating the Bichos as the chance for 

the common man to have an immediate life-experience (‘vivência’) of his inner sense, 

an exercise to develop the expressive gesture in what she called ‘reliving the ritual’: 

‘The spectator no longer projects or identifies himself with the work. He lives the 

work and, living its nature, he lives himself, inside of himself’ (Clark, 1997, p. 122)24. 

The manipulation of the Bichos enables the spectator to surpass mechanical time, 

bringing forth the time of ‘a life-experience that carries a living structure within 

itself’ (Clark, 1998, p. 35)25. She would also refer to this ‘living moment’ as the point 

in which the clock’s hands stop, forgetting the passage of time, and marking the 

‘point of the real’ (Clark, 1997, p. 132)26, statements that suggest the suspension of 

mundane or profane time as a condition to experience one’s inner sense. While the 

spatial animated articulation of planes in the Animals turned the surface into an 

‘organic body’, a ‘living entity’ real’ (Clark, 1997, p. 140), with Caminhando, the 

                                                             
23 Lygia Clark was analysed by Pierre Fédida from 1972 to 1974 (Clark, 2005, p. 25). Paulo 
Herkenhoff refers the fact that, in 1972, the psychoanalyst had published a text about the melancholic 
cannibal in the Gallimard psychoanalysis magazine, an issue dedicated to cannibalism.  
24 Do ritual (On Ritual), ‘O espectador já não se projeta e se identifica na obra. Ele vive a obra, e 
vivendo a natureza dela, ele vive ele próprio, dentro dele’. 
25 ‘Not mechanic time, of course, but the living time that brings a living structure within it. I am 
honestly sure that the Bichos are that, without modesty or exageration’; in the original version: ‘Não o 
tempo mecânico, é claro, mas o tempo vivência que traz uma estrutura viva em si. Sinceramente eu 
tenho certeza de que os Bichos são isto, sem modéstia nem exageros’.  
26 Branco (White), ‘... the living moment is the point in which the clock’s hand stops, forgets about the 
other passages of time marking the point of the real’; in the original version: ‘... o momento vivo é o 
ponto em que o ponteiro pára, se esquece das outras passagens no tempo marca o ponto do real’.  
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experience of cutting a Moebius Strip would deepen into ‘the experience of a limitless 

time and of a continuous space’, presenting a ‘single kind of duration of time, the act; 

(…) [in which] nothing exists before nor afterwards’ (Clark, 1997, p. 151)27. 

Maintaining the gratuitousness of the gesture, kept clear of any significance, the 

spectator will immediately realize, at the very instant of the act, the sense of his 

action (Clark, 1997, pp. 152-153)28. In Caminhando, the instant of the act is not 

renewable, and only the instant of the act is living: ‘The instant of the act is the only 

living reality within ourselves. Gaining awareness is already the past’ (Clark, 1997, 

p. 155)29. The ‘immanence of the act’, as Clark called it, brought several implications, 

leaving her ‘in a sort of void’ (Clark, 1997, p. 187)30: the ‘fusion’ between the work 

and the spectator, accomplishing a unique reality, whole and existential; the end of 

the ‘transference of the object’, dismissing the concept of work of art and of artist, 

who gets ‘dissolved in the collective’, ‘becomes the other’ and ‘elastic and malleable’ 

(Clark, 1997, pp. 265-268)31, while proposing to the others to ‘be themselves and 

                                                             
27 Caminhando (Walking). 
28 A Propósito da Magia do Objeto (Regarding the Magic of the Object), ‘Caminhando demands that we 
dispose a priori of all the practical and immediate signification of those gestures (…) it is necessary 
that [that action] is purely gratuitous and that you do not try to know – while you are cutting – 
what are you going to cut afterward and what you have already cut (…) keeping the gratuitousness of 
the gesture’; in the original version, ‘Caminhando (…) exige que afastemos a priori toda a significação 
prática e imediata desses gestos (…) é necessário que [essa ação] seja puramente gratuita e que você 
não procure saber – enquanto estiver cortando – o que vai cortar depois e o que já cortou (…) 
conservando a gratuitidade do gesto’. 
29 A Propósito do Instante (Regarding the Instant), in the original version, ‘O instante do ato não se 
renova. (…) Só o instante do ato é vivo. (…) O instante do ato é a única realidade viva em nós 
mesmos. Tomar consciência é já o passado’.  
30 ‘Caminhando left me inside a kind of void: the immanence of the act, the relinquishing the 
transference of the object, the very dissolution of the concept of work of art and artist’; in the original 
version: ‘O Caminhando me deixava dentro de uma espécie de vazio: a imanência do ato, o abandono da 
transferência do objecto, a própria dissolução do conceito de obra e de artist’. See note 96. 
31 Da Supressão do Objeto (Anotações) (On the Supression of the Object (Notes)), ‘Through Caminhando I 
lose my authorship, I embody the act as a concept of existence. I dissolve myself in the collective, I 
lose my image (…) I lost my identity I am dissolved in the collective. I see myself through every 
people regardless of sex of age. (…) I am the other. I feel so elastic and maleable that I adapt myself 
to all sorts of contacts’; in the original version, ‘Através do Caminhando perco a minha autoria, 
incorporo o ato como conceito da existência. Dissolvo-me no coletivo, perco a minha imagem (…) 
Perdi a minha identidade estou diluída no coletivo. Vejo-me através de todas as pessoas independente 
de sexo de idade. (…) Eu sou o outro. Sinto-me tão elástica e maleável que me adapto a toda a sorte de 
contatos’. 
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attain the singular state of art without art’ (Clark, 1997, p. 154)32; and the actual 

feeling of totality, ‘as if a whole eternity was lodged on the act’ and ‘the world was 

perceived as a unique, global rhythm’ (Clark, 1997, p. 165)33, unravelling the sense of 

existence, a totality which should be encompassed by joy, since ‘it taught how to live 

on the basis of precariousness’ (Clark, 1997, p. 187)34.   

This totality with – and dilution in – the collective were further described by 

the artist as the filling up of the inner void through breathing, by which the ‘inside is 

the outside’ (Clark, 1997, p. 164)35, a reverie rooted in her childhood and, as it were, 

the remote origin of the image of the ‘full-void’36. Brought into the future, into the 

‘immanence of the act’, the poetics of the physiology of breathing gained cosmic 

proportions, as Clark explained, ‘identifying our void, elastic lung, and introjecting 

the full-void, cosmic lung’:  

I became aware of my cosmic lung. I penetrate the total rhythm of the 
world. The world is my lung. (…) I had the perception that the absolute 

                                                             
32 ‘Dissolving in the world, fusing with the collective, at the same time the artist loses his singularity, 
his expressive power. He is contented by proposing to the others be be themselves and attain the 
singuar state of art without art’; in the original version, ‘Ao mesmo tempo que se dissolve no mundo, 
em que se funde no coletivo, o artista perde sua singularidade, seu poder expressivo. Ele se contenta 
em propor que os outros sejam eles mesmos, e que atinjam o estado singular da arte sem arte’.  
33 Do Ato (On the Act), ‘Now, for the first time, with the Caminhando, it is the contrary. I understand 
the totality of the world as a global, unique rhythm’; in the original version, ‘Agora, pela primeira vez, 
com o Caminhando, é o contrário. Percebo a totalidade do mundo como um ritmo único, global’.  
34 Capturar um Fragmento de Tempo Suspenso (Capturing a Fragment of Suspended Time), ‘… only the 
living-act-of-doing matters. (…) The Caminhando left me inside a kind of void: the immanence of the 
act, the relinquishing the transference of the object, the very dissolution of the concept of work of art 
and artist. (…) That experience is lived in the instant. (…) as if a whole eternity was lodged in the act 
of participating. That feeling of totality captured in the act should be perceived with great joy, 
because it allows us to learn how to live in the basis of precariousness. That sensation of 
precariousness should be absorbed in the immanence of the act of discovering the sense of existence’; 
in the original version, ‘… só importa o ato-vivo-do-fazer. (…) O Caminhando me deixava dentro de 
uma espécie de vazio: a imanência do ato, o abandono da transferência do objecto, a própria dissolução 
do conceito de obra e de artista. (…) Essa experiência se vive no instante. (…) como se toda a uma 
eternidade se alojasse no ato da participação. Esse sentimento de totalidade capturado no ato, tem que 
ser percebido com muita alegria porque nos permite aprender a viver sobre as bases da precaridade. 
Essa sensação de precaridade deve ser absorvida na imanência do ato de descobrir o sentido da 
existência’.  
35 ‘Another dream: in the inside, that is the outside, a window and me. Through that window, I long 
to pass to the outside, that for me is the inside. (…) From that dream was born the Bicho that I named 
The Inside is the Outside. (…) I woke up many times standing by the window of my room, longing for 
the outside space as an “inside”’; in the original version, ‘Outro sonho: no interior, que é o exterior, 
uma janela e eu. Através dessa janela, desejo passar para fora, que para mim é o dentro. (…) Desse 
sonho nasceu o Bicho que chamei O Dentro é o Fora. (…) Muitas vezes acordei à janela do meu quarto 
procurando o expaço exterior como sendo o “dentro”’. 
36 See note 83. 
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was that “full-void”, that inner totality on the outside that I always speak 
of. The “full-void” contains all the possibilities. It is the act that fills it 
with sense (Clark, 1997, p. 164)37.  

 

The plenitude in penetrating, through breathing, the unified rhythm of the world, is 

perceived by the artist as ‘being inhaled by the others’, but also as the ‘fusion’ of the 

two poles, life and death (Clark, 1997, p. 165)38. From 1963, throughout the 

subsequent experiments of the Nostalgia do Corpo (Longing for the Body) with plastic 

objects, air and breath, Lygia Clark mentioned the ‘unknown energy that was born’ 

(Clark, 1997, p. 188)39 when she became aware of her own breath while using the 

object Respire Comigo (Breathe with Me), and how she felt, after filling up plastic bags 

with her breath, ‘as if she could lie on the floor and touch with a simple gesture the 

ceiling of her flat, six meters high’ (Clark, 1998, p. 85)40. 

Almost a decade later41, between 1970 to 1972, Lygia Clark went through one 

of her richest phases in inner accomplishments, living important processes by means 

of archaic imagery, which included the crucial crisis that had occurred in Carboneras. 

This period was appropriately named by the artist as Mute Thought (Pensamento 

                                                             
37 Do Ato (On the Act), ‘I gained consciousness of my “cosmic lung”. I penetrate in the total rhythm of 
the world. The world is my lung’; in the original version, ‘Tomei consciência de meu “pulmão 
cósmico”. Penetro no ritmo total do mundo. O mundo é o meu pulmão’.  
38 ‘Now I am no longer alone. I am breath in by the others. (…) Could that fusion be death? Why does 
that plenitude taste as death? I am so incredibly alive… How to always unite those two poles? Several 
times in my life I discovered the identity of life and of death. A discovery that, nevertheless, always 
has a different taste’; in the original version, ‘Agora não estou mais só. Sou aspirada pelos outros. (…) 
Seria essa fusão a morte? Porque essa plenitude tem o sabor de morte? Estou tão incrivelmente 
viva… Como unir sempre esses dois pólos? Várias vezes em minha vida descobri a identidade da vida 
e da morte. Descoberta que, no entanto, tinha cada vez um saber diferente’. 
39 Reencontrar o significado de nossos gestos rotineiros (Find anew the meaning of our routinely gestures), 
originally published in L’art c’est le corps, Preuves, 1973, 13, p. 142-143: ‘… the consciousness of my 
breathing left me anguished for several hours, and at the same time it seemed as if an unknown 
energy was being born in me’; in the original version, ‘… consciência de minha respiração me deixou 
angustiada por várias horas, e ao mesmo tempo parecia que nascia uma energia desconhecida em 
mim’.  
40 14 Novembro 1968 (14th November 1968), ‘… after formulating those big bags with my lung, when 
I lie down on the floor I feel that I could touch with a simple gesture the ceiling of my flat, which is 
no more and no less than six meters high. … Almost as if an egg of space had been created, which 
belongs to me and embraces me’; in the original version, ‘… depois de formular esses grandes sacos 
com o meu pulmão, sinto quando deito no chão que poderia tocar com um simples gesto o teto do meu 
apartamento que tem nada menos que seis metros de altura… Quase como se tivesse criado um ovo de 
espaço que me pertence e me abraça’.   
41 After the Nostalgia do Corpo, A Casa é o Corpo (The House is the Body), and O Homem, estrutura viva de 
uma arquitetura biológica e celular (Man, Living Structure of a Biological and Celular Architecture).   
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Mudo), since she would definitely suppress the object and provisionally suspend her 

formulations, to identify that personal situation as ‘the simple living without any 

proposition (…) expressing herself through living’, enjoying the teachings of the 

previous propositions that altogether had enabled her to re-learn to live (Clark, 

1997, pp. 270)42:  

I keep changing, wondering myself in amazement, with no control over 
anything, of the smallest happenings, letting myself flow, striped of 
almost everything, keeping only my inner integrity (Clark, 1997, pp. 
277)43.  

 

This availability can be seen as an aspect of ‘living on the basis of precariousness’ 

which, according to Clark, ‘should be absorbed in the immanence of the act of 

discovering the sense of existence’44, or else a predisposition  

confirming precariousness as a new concept, the magic of the act in its 
immanence, as well as the negation of the object that has lost all its 
remaining projected poetic charge, in order to become a well where the 
crowd leans over to find itself in its essence (Clark, 1998, p. 57)45.  

 

In fact, during this period, the artist would restate her dilution in the collective and 

her wholeness with the world: ‘I have lost my measure and I am the measure of the 

others. A good exchange, for now I am everyone and not only myself’ (Clark, 1997, 

                                                             
42 ‘One sleepless night I bound its meaning: the Mute thought was already being formulated: it was 
the simple living without making any proposition, it was the relearning or, better even, I had 
relearned, through the other propositions, to live and was expressing myself through life! The leap to 
what I name perhaps ‘The Precursors’, that are young people who don’t formulate works of art but 
already live in life that poetics previously formulated either through objects or propositions’, in the 
original version, ‘Uma noite de insônia amarrei o seu significado: Pensamento mudo já estava sendo 
formulado: era o simples viver sem fazer qualquer proposição, era o reprender, ou por outro lado, 
havia, através das outras proposições, reaprendido a viver e estava me expressando através da vida! O 
salto para o que talvez chame de ‘Os Precursores’, que são os jovens que não formulam obras de arte 
mas já vivem na vida essa poética antes formulada ou através de objectos ou de proposições’. 
43 Paris, 17 de Maio 1971 (17 May 1971), ‘I even think that I invent my own life, that I recreate it at 
every minute and that life recreates me at its own image; I live changing, wondering in amazement, 
with no control over anything, over the smallest happenings, letting myself flow, stripped of almost 
everything, keeping only my inner integrity’; in the original version, ‘Até acho que invento minha 
própria vida, que a recrio todos os minutos e ela me recria à sua imagem; vivo mudando, me 
interrogando maravilhada, sem controle de nada, dos mínimos acontecimentos, me deixando fluir, 
despojada de quase tudo, guardando somente minha integridade interior’.  
44 See note 96. 
45 In the original version, ‘… confirmando o precário como novo conceito, a magia do ato na sua 
imanência e também a negação do objeto que perdeu toda a sua carga poética ainda projetada, para se 
transformar num poço onde a multidão se debruça para se encontrar na sua essência’.  
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p. 280)46; ‘dozing in my bed, I had the experience of being inside the world and that 

night I dreamt I was the world, the landscape’ (Clark, 1997, p. 259)47. She would 

eventually equate the ‘abyssal void’ of that formulation, which was free from the 

object and from the poetics of transference (Clark, 1997, p. 158)48, with the ‘former 

full-void’ of the poetics of transference, binding respectively the immanent space and 

the metaphysical space (Clark, 1997, p. 265-268)49: ‘After rebinding those two voids, 

the present one became full of significance’, which she specified as ‘the feeling of 

death toward life and of life toward death’ (Clark, 1997, p. 272)50.  

By then, Lygia Clark felt that her work would hardly find a place within the 

artistic establishment and, writing to Hélio Oiticica about Jean Clay’s arrangements 

for her to work at a psychiatric clinic, she remarked: ‘There is no place for me in the 

                                                             
46 Paris, 10 de Agosto de 1971 (10th August 1971), in the original version, ‘Tenho visto muita gente e 
quando fico sózinha acho ótimo pois preciso muito de minha solidão. Talvez para compensar o que 
dou na comunicação que é paca e até já perdi a minha medida e sou a dos outros. Boa troca pois agora 
sou todos e não eu só’. 
47 Paris, 20 de Maio de 1970 (20th May 1970) in the original version, ‘… vivenciei outro dia, 
cochilando na cama, que estava dentro do mundo e foi nessa noite que sonhei que era o mundo, a 
paisagem, etc.’.  
48 Lygia Clark explains the poetics of transference as the awakening of the spectator’s own poetics: ‘It 
is the same problem of the poetics that is within us and is transferred to a certain object, person or to 
a personal vision of the world. It is urgent to awake such poetics in the reader and that he becomes 
aware that it is within him and not in the other the meaning of the world. Take him to lean over his 
‘full-void’ in its potentiality of becoming’; in the original version, ‘É o mesmo problema da poética que 
está em nós e é transferida para um determinado objeto, pessoa ou para uma visão pessoal do mundo. 
Urge despertar esta poética no leitor e que ele se aperceba que está nele e não no outro o significado 
do mundo. É levá-lo a debruçar-se sobre o seu ‘vazio-pleno’ na sua potencialidade de estar-sendo’. 
49 Da Supressão do Objeto (Anotações), ‘The swallowing of the external space in order to open the lungs 
in a cry, this space that I identified years ago as the ‘full-void’ when the poetics was still a transferring 
one. Rebinding of the metaphysical and the immanent spaces’; in the original version, ‘O engolir o 
espaço exterior para abrindo os pulmões num grito, espaço esse identificado por mim como que 
chamei há anos de “vazio-pleno” em que a poética era ainda transferente. Religamento do espaço 
metafísico com o imanente’.  
50 In: 6 de maio de 1972 (6th May 1972), ‘The abyssal void that I felt made me become aware of the 
former full void, previously my favourite theme. After I rebound those two voids, the present one 
became full of meaning. During the night I let the associations about the Mute Thought invaded me 
and I arrived at the foetus. I had the perception that the latter feels when it is ready to be born and 
had the first existential anguish. (…) I think this is the height of the mute thought, the dynamics, the 
passivity, the feeling of death towards life and of life towards death’; in the original version, ‘O vazio 
abismal que sentia me fez tomar consciência do antigo vazio pleno que era antes meu tema predileto. 
Depois que religuei esses dois vazios, o de agora se torno pleno de significado. À noite deixei que as 
associações sobre o Pensamento Mudo me invadissem e cheguei até o feto. Tive a percepção de que o 
mesmo se sente pronto antes de nascer e tem a primeira angústia existencial. (…) Acho que é o 
máximo do pensamento mudo, a dinâmica, a passividade, o sentimento da morte para a vida e da vida 
para a morte’. 
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world of the normal’ (Clark, 1997, p. 276)51.  Along the previous phases – Nostalgia 

do Corpo, A Casa é o Corpo (The House is the Body) (fig. 22), and O Homem, estrutura 

viva de uma arquitetura biológica e celular (Man, living structure of a biological and 

cellular architecture) (fig. 23) – her interest in working with the subject of the psyche, 

as well as her informal, intuitive and self-referential methodology, had grown clear:  

The artist who is interested in working with psychoanalyists, gives his 
own material directly related with the body to regress patients and make 
them become conscious of their own body. That material is collected 
from the artist’s own inside, who has lived his own regression and 
growth through its elaboration, by having what Laing called psychotic 
incidents (Clark, 1997, p. 264)52.  

 

Throughout the following phase, Fantasmática do Corpo (Fantasmagorics of the 

Body53) (fig. 24), she would continue the collective experiments started out in 1972 at 

the Sorbonne54. There, working with groups of students, she carried out complete 

cycles of development with the duration of one academic year, which enabled her to 

‘prepare’ the subjects, from the dismembering of the body (she used the French term 

                                                             
51 In: 31 de março de 1971 (31st March 1971): ‘Jean Clay is arranging for me to work at a clinic in the 
Loire, the most advanced in France, where Dolto and other interesting professionals are working 
with the body. If this goes through it will save me, a paradox, and this is a paradox, since, for 
someone like me, who made art to escape from the hospice, finishing there is incredible! But there is 
no place for me in the world of the normal. My work, that has completely abolished the object one 
year and a half ago and is expressed only through the gestural part, is out of any scheme of the art 
and I have no place between the artist and the system’; in the original version, ‘Jean Clay está me 
arranjando para trabalhar numa clínica em Loire, clínica essa a mais avançada da França, onde 
trabalha a Dolto e outros profissionais interessantes que estão trabalhando com o corpo. Se isso der 
certo sera minha salvação, o que é um paradoxo, pois quem como eu fez arte para escapar do hospício, 
acabar lá é incrível! Mas não há lugar para mim no mundo dos normais. Meu trabalho, que de um ano 
e meio para cá aboliu completamente o objeto e se exprime somente pela parte gestual, está fora de 
qualquer esquema de arte e estou sem lugar entre o artista e o sistema’. Françoise Dolto is a French 
psychoanalist, who worked with Lacan and is known for her research on the unconscious body image, 
and the language of the body. 
52 Da Supressão do Objeto (Anotações), in the original version, ‘O artista que está interessado em 
trabalhar com psicanalistas, dando o seu material ligado diretamente ao corpo para regredir pacientes 
e fazê-los tomar consciência do próprio corpo. Material esse colhido de dentro do próprio artista, que 
viveu sua própria regressão e crescimento através de sua elaboração, tendo o que Laing chama de 
acidentes psicóticos’. R. D. Laing, Scottish psychiatrist who associated with the anti-psychiatric 
movement. 
53 The translation of the Portuguese term ‘fantasmática’ as ‘fantasmagorics’ follows Guy Brett’s use of 
the term ‘fantasmagoric production’ (Brett, 2004, p. 47), adopted from Franklin Furnace, in the article 
The Relational Object, 1975-80, 1983, in: Flue, vol. 3, no. 2, Spring, p. 26. 
54 At the U.F.R. d’Arts Plastiques et Science de l’Art de l’Université de Paris 1.  
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‘morcellement’55) with the Nostalgia do Corpo, its reconstruction with O Corpo é a 

Casa (The Body is the House) (fig. 25), to its integration on the whole or ‘collective 

body’ with the Baba Antropofágica (Anthropophagic Drool) or Canibalismo (Cannibalism) 

(fig. 26). In the process, she would ‘give everything to the other waiting for a return 

of the impressions they give me after trying out all my propositions. I introject them 

enriching myself, stabilizing myself, nourishing myself throught the other’ (Clark, 

1997, p. 291)56. 

In her comments on the experiments of the Fantasmática do Corpo, she brings 

forth the idea of a ‘living culture’, intrinsically dependent on what she called ‘rite 

without myth’: 

my work is my own fastasmagorics, which I give to the other, proposing 
that they clean and enrich it with their own fantasmagorics: then I vomit 
the anthopophagic drool, which they swallow and add to their 
fastasmagorics again vomited, added up to the last consequences. That is 
what I call living culture and not dead culture, which is the expression of 
the former support (Clark, 1998, pp. 245-246)57 
 
It is all about distinguishing two forms of culture. There is on one side 
what I call dead culture (…) in which the system of production is based 
on exploitation and alienation. (…) To this culture I counterpose what I 
call living culture, in which the artist cuts off with the traditional basis 
and gives anew to the body its central role (…) To achieve this, there 
must be a deinstitutionalization of the body as much as of every concrete 
relation. (…) For me it is all about producing a rite without mythology. 
With this rite we must resist every perspective that understands art as 
something that avoids looking, that in face of this condition avoids 
reflecting about the origin of art (Clark, 1997, p. 301)58 

                                                             
55 6 de Julho 1974 (6th July 1974), ‘I am still at the Sorbonne, where I found, for the first time, 
conditions to communicate my work, young people that I elaborate for a whole year and who are 
prepared, from the longing of the body – at bottom, its morcellement – until its reconstruction to end 
up in what I call the collective body, Baba Antropofágica or cannibalism’; in the original version, 
‘Continuo na Sorbonne, onde encontrei, pela primeira vez, condições para comunicar o meu trabalho, 
jovens que elaboro um ano inteiro e que são preparados, desde a nostalgia do corpo – no fundo o 
morcellement do mesmo – até à reconstrução do mesmo para acabar no que chamo de corpo coletivo, 
Baba Antropofágica ou canibalismo’ (Clark, 1997, p. 287). 
56 In the original version, ‘Dou tudo ao outro na espera da devolução das impressões que me dão 
depois de experimentarem todas as minhas proposições. Introjeto-as me enriquecendo, me 
estabilizando, me alimentando através do outro’. 
57 Paris, 6.11.74, in the original version, ‘Por aí você vê que o meu trabalho é a minha própria 
fantasmática que dou ao outro, propondo que eles a limpem e a enriqueçam com as suas próprias 
fantasmáticas: então é a baba antropofágica que vomito, que é engolida por eles e somada às 
fantasmáticas deles vomitadas outra vez, somadas até as últimas consequências. Eis aí o que chamo de 
cultura viva e não cultura morta, que é a expressão do antigo suporte’.  
58 In the original version, ‘Na verdade se trata de distinguir duas formas de cultura. Existe de um lado 
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I manipulate the rite without myth. I deny the transferring myth, 
external to man. I compose a rite in which anyone who participates ends 
up seizing their own myth (Clark, 1997, p. 315)59.  

 

Seemingly, for Lygia Clark, the processes of a ’living culture’ encompass self-

knowledge, by ‘seizing one’s own myth’, and the refusal of self-knowledge that does 

not spring from an experimental self-discovery, hence the ‘deinstitutionalization of 

the body as much as of every concrete relation’. According to Eliade, both  

myths and rites always disclose a boundary situation of man (…) that 
man discovers in becoming conscious of his place in the universe (Eliade, 
1961, p. 34). 

 

In this, the role of the artist is, for Clark, to ‘awaken the poetics’ of the spectator, so 

that he  

perceives that the significance of the world is within him and not in the 
other. Taking him to lean over his own ‘full-void’ in its potentiality of 
being (Clark, 1997, p. 158)60.  

 

Therefore, it is not surprising that, as the apex of all of her experiments, the 

Estruturação do Self should be brought forward in Brazil, during the undermining 

years of the military dictatorship61, enacted predominantly with clients that came 

                                                             
o que eu chamo de cultura morta. (…) em que o sistema de produção se baseia na exploração e na 
alienação. (…) Eu coloco a esta cultura uma oposição, o que eu chamo de cultura viva, em que o artista 
corta com a base tradicional e dá de novo ao corpo o seu papel central. (…) Para chegar lá, se deve 
fazer uma desisntitucionalização, tanto do corpo, como de toda a relação concreta. (…) Para mim se 
trata de produzir um rito sem mitologia. Com este rito temos de resistir a todas as perspectivas que 
entendem a arte como algo que evita o olhar, que em vista desta condição evita o refletir sobre a 
origem da arte’. 
59 A fantasmática do corpo (The fantasmagorics of the body), in the original version, ‘Manipulo o rito sem 
o mito. Nego o mito transferente, exterior ao homem. Elaboro um rito em que cada um que participa 
termina assumindo o seu próprio mito’.  
60 In the original version, ‘Urge despertar esta poética no leitor e que ele se aperceba que está nele e 
não no outro o significado do mundo. É levá-lo a debruçar-se sobre o seu “vazio-pleno” na sua 
potencialidade de estar-sendo’.  
61 The Brazilian dictatorship lasted from 1964 to 1985. On the 31st March 1964, a military coup 
deposed the President João Goulart and his government. Thenceforth, a succession of generals 
headed the military ruling, by means of 17 decrees (Atos Institucionais) and 104 complementary 
documents, which cancelled the Brazilian Constitution, democracy and civil rights, and legitimized 
the violent persecution and elimination of any opposition. In the 13th December 1968, the AI-5 
abolished every remaining civil and individual rights; the period between 1968 until 1975 became 
know as ‘the years of lead’. Suely Rolnik describes how the cultural movement managed to resist 
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from the cultural milieu of the time62, as a therapeutic setting that helped them 

through their psychotic episodes. Remarking that the ‘experience of the “full-void”’ 

was a kind of ritornelo punctuating the whole of Lygia Clark’s work, Suely Rolnik 

refers a ‘tolerance to the void of the dissolution of forms’ as the condition that 

enables such an experience, and opportunely quotes the musician and composer 

Jards Macalé when he recalls the artist’s words during her sessions with him:  

Whenever you feel empty, don’t fight against the void. Don’t fight 
against anything. Let yourself remain empty. Little by little you’ll be 
filled until you get back to the normal state of the human being, which is 
the creative state (Clark, 2005, p. 23)63.  
 

The insightful image of the ‘full-void’ would persist as a recurrent reference 

throughout the following twenty-eight years of her life and work. Among the many 

examples of polar oppositions that Lygia Clark always used in her writings, such as 

life and death, earth and space, inside and outside, before and after, as well as the 

recurrent explicit reference that ‘life runs on polarities’ (Clark, 1997, p. 111)64, the 

image of the ‘full-void’ stands for a complex of meanings pointing towards creative 

acomplishment or access to the creative potency, whereby ‘man comes from the void 

to reach the ‘full void’” (Clark, 1997, pp. 11-113). 
                                                             
during the beginning of the dictatorship only to be paralysed by the AI-5: ‘As every totalitarian 
regime, its most ominous effects were not the palpable and visible ones, of emprisonment, torture, 
repression and censorship, but rather the more subtle and invisible: the paralysis of the creative force 
and the subsequent frustration of the collective intelligence, under the terrifying threat of a 
punishment that could lead to death. One of the most tangible effects of this blockage was the 
occurrence of psychotic episodes in many young people, specially those whose creative force was 
“healthy” in the sense that Lygia Clark gave to this adjective’; in the original version, ‘Como todo 
regime totalitário, seus efeitos mais nefastos não foram aqueles, palpáveis e visíveis, de prisão, tortura, 
repressão e censura, mas outros, mais sutis e invisíveis: a paralisia da força de criação e a frustraçao 
subsequente da inteligência coletiva, por ficarem associadas à ameaça de um castigo que  pode levar à 
morte. Um dos efeitos mais tangíveis de tal bloqueio foi justamente o de ter provocado episódios 
psicóticos em muitos jovens, principalmente naqueles cuja força de criação era “saudável” no sentido 
que Lygia atribui a este adjetivo’ (Clark, 2005, p. 26).  
62 Explaining Clark’s preference for borderline or psychotic cases, as well as her reluctance to treat 
neurotic conditions, Suely Rolnik writes: ‘Not by chance, the majority of her clients came from the 
cultural milieu of the time, although seldom from the universe of the fine arts or of the therapeutic 
practices, that kept a suspicious distance from the experimental production of the artist, especially the 
Estruturação do Self’ (Clark, 2005, p. 16).  
63 In the original version, ‘Quando você se sentir vazio, não lute contra o vazio. Não lute contra nada. 
Deixe-se ficar vazio. Aos poucos você vai se preenchendo até voltar ao estado normal do ser humano 
que é o criativo’. 
64 ‘Life exists only in a relation with the polarities’. 
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Seemingly rooted in childhood (Clark, 1997, p. 166)65, this image bound her 

artistic practice with the pursuit of her process of individuation, bringing cohesion 

and continuity to the archaic imagery that arose from her successive psychic crisis 

and from the sessions of psychoanalysis with Pierre Fedida. During an initial stage 

of her research, after the ‘death of the plane’ (Clark, 1997, p. 117)66, the ‘full-void’ 

underlied the assertions of ‘the living time’ and of ‘the living act’, and the resulting 

ideas of ‘totality’ and ‘precariousness’, in the Bichos (Animals) in 1960, and in 

Caminhando (Walking) in 1963. Later on, after the ‘suppression of the object and of 

the poetics of transference’ (Clark, 1997, p. 267)67, the ‘full-void’ underlied the 

assertions of ‘living culture’ and ‘rite without myth’, in the experiments that ran 

from the Nostalgia do Corpo (Longing for the Body) until the Baba Antropofágica 

(Anthropophagic Drool). The ‘full-void’ would finally underlie the assertion of ‘the 

creative state’ with the therapeutic setting of the Estruturação do Self. 

The Estruturação do Self is settled on the comprehensive knowledge that 

resulted from Lygia Clark’s experimental practice with the body. Throughout the 

several phases of her research, the development of objects and of experiments with 

those objects brought a growing understanding about the implication of the body, as 

she enacted intuitions that regarded her own psycho-physiological life, set them out 

                                                             
65 ‘When I was a little girl I always thought about our inner void and I had the fantasy that when we 
inhaled at birth we were introjecting the soul itself. At bottom, the “inside is the outside” is this 
fantasy, less naive perhaps, for it abstracts the biological growing and adds the cosmic growing. Then 
it is no longer the duration but the act, identification of our void, elastic lung and introjection of the 
full void, cosmic lung. We swallow the cosmos, God, and we are lending sense to our inner void. 
Spiritual gymnastics’ (28th October 1963); in the original version, ‘Quando eu era garota eu sempre 
pensei sobre o nosso vazio interior e fazia a fantasia de quando respirávamos ao nascer era a própria 
alma que introjetávamos. No fundo, o “dentro é o fora” é esta fantasia, menos ingénua talvez, pois 
abstrai o crescimento biológico e acrescenta o crescimento cósmico. Aí já não é a duração mas sim o 
ato, identificação do nosso vazio, pulmão elástico e introjeção do vazio pleno, pulmão cósmico. 
Engolimos o cosmos, Deus, e estamos emprestando sentido ao nosso vazio interior. Ginástica 
espiritual’ (28 de Outubro de 1963). 
66 On the text A Morte do Plano (Death of the Plane), Lygia Clark writes: ‘To demolish the plane as the 
support of expression is to gain awareness of the unity as an organic living whole. (…) We dive into 
the totality of cosmos; we are a part of that cosmos’; in the Portuguese version: ‘Demolir o plano 
como suporte da expressão é tomar consciência da unidade como um todo vivo e orgânico. (…) 
Mergulhamos na totalidade do cosmos: fazemos parte desse cosmos’. 
67 Da Supressão do Objeto (Anotações) (On the Suppression of the Object (Notes)). 
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for others, and learned from their participation and responses. Remarking that Lygia 

Clark’s work remained an artistic structure, Guy Brett wrote:  

Its poetry lies in its economy, its lightness, and its avoidance of all 
turgidity, obscurantism, dogma, lugubriousness, and literalness (Brett, 
2004, p. 47).  
 

 

THE “ESTRUTURAÇÃO DO SELF”: REVERTING THE SYMPTOM INTO A SYMBOL 

 

Equally important to the process of definition of the Estruturação do Self, 

besides the consolidation, with the analysis with Fedida, of Lygia Clark’s knowledge 

about an embodied archaic imagery, are the relaxation techniques that the artist 

sought after that period of analysis. With the sessions with Mme. Karlicow ‘she 

learned more about how to touch the body and found a language more adequate to 

her work’, and with the Sapir method she learned verbal inductions, which she 

would eventually discard in order to ‘enter the pre-verbal’: 

The difference, for me, between the analysis that I had done with Pierre 
Fedida prior to the relaxation is that in the analysis there is a 
“transcendent” process and in the relaxation it is “immanent”. For 
example: with Fedida I would see an enormous sun that warmed my 
entire womb, in the relaxation I felt this same sun “inside” my womb, 
from where it generated the heat (Ferreira, 1996, p. 8)68.  
 

In the sessions of the Estruturação do Self, comfortably laid down on the Grande 

Colchão (Big Mattress)69, the client was induced into a receptive, inward state of 

relaxation, that the artist would then utilize, by means of the Objetos Relacionais, for a 

                                                             
68 She would reiterate this comparison when noting a comment of one of her clients: ‘Based on what 
he was experiencing, according to him, he provided me with a name for my work: relactation. He also 
referred the difference he found between an analysis – that would be the baby bottle – and my work – 
that would be the breast (I found that to be a quite subtle observation, from what I know of my work: 
experiencing the body in a concrete way, not in a virtual way, the traumas, etc.; in the same manner, 
to feed is also more intense, as it encompasses the joint collaboration with people, instead of letting 
them do it alone’ (Ferreira, 1996, p. 260). 
69 Big size pillow of transparent plastic, filled with tiny spheres of polystyrene, covered by a loose bed 
sheet, on which the client would lie down during the entire session (Clark, 2005, p. 15).  
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regressive journey on the deep organic grounds where buried embodied insights 

waited to be unravelled; towards the end of the session the client would gradually be 

brought back to the normal state of wakefulness. The induction consisted of 

massages on the head, face, shoulders, forearms, with the hands, and throughout the 

whole body with specific Objetos Relacionais, such as a plastic bag with water, whose 

sounds and gentle compression would smooth out the tension. In order for the client 

to gain introversion, Clark would place two big shells, one in each ear, and an 

appropriate Objeto Relacional over the eyes70. With the most prevailing senses 

softened, the client would be briefly but fully massaged with a plastic bag filled with 

air, bringing the awareness to the comprehensive scale of both the surface of the skin 

and the density of the vital space, where the subsequent sensory stimulation is to fall 

on. Following different sequences according to each patient, each session or each 

specific circumstance, Clark would then use the Objetos Relacionais, manipulating and 

placing them criteriously over the client’s body; eventually, she would stop and 

remain still and quiet for a long time (‘silence sews one’71). After this stage, the 

different outcomes would determine different continuations, which included brief 

verbal exchanges, the dripping of water or honey on the lips, followed by the 

warming of the lips with a light, and further manipulation of other Objetos 

Relacionais, closing with the placing of a light bed sheet, that covered both the whole 

body and the objects. Preparing the return of the client from the state of relaxation, 

Clark would produce a rattling noise, increasingly louder and closer, by crossing the 

space of the room with a tray of small shells, which she would then drop over the 

client’s body, into a state of further awareness. After removing the sheet, one final 

sequence would take place with another set of Objetos Relacionais, with the 
                                                             
70 Lygia Clark uses the Portuguese term ‘interioridade’, ‘innerness’ (in Lygia Clark. Memória do Corpo, 
video-documentary by Mário Carneiro, 1984). A part of these objects were made of a cotton fabric 
filled with different kinds of materials, varying in texture and weight and, most of them, sewn in two 
halves, had contrasting fillings. 
71 See note 10. 
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production of sounds and touches with the hands, ending with the use of the Manta 

(Blanket)72, in another brief and full massage, after which the client would stretch 

into wakefulness73. The last part of the session was the optional bursting, by the 

client, of a plastic bag filled with air, while Clark cuddled the client’s head, ‘to ease 

the guilt’; she would then hand out a new plastic bag for the client to fill with air:  

it is as if the person had two supports, because on the moment the person 
destroys the object I remain whole and I am not destroyed, and on the 
moment that the person destroys me virtually, the object remains 
whole74.  

 

However ambivalent, the influence of the elements taking part in the process – the 

client, the artist, the objects – shows primarily a subjective permeability that, while 

intuitively managed by Clark from the standpoint that there should be ‘an affective 

engagement of the mediator’ (Clark, 1997, pp. 321-322)75, it was also rightly 

asserted as a technical resource, as the object Prova do Real (Proof of the Real) 

demonstrates: a small stone envolved in a red embroidered fabric, that Clark put in 

the client’s hand to hold throughout the whole session,  

                                                             
72 A large size white cotton pillow filled with polystyrene small spheres. 
73 The video-documentary Lygia Clark. Memória do Corpo (Mário Carneiro, 1984) shows a pseudo-
session with art critic Paulo Sérgio Duarte, to whom the artist commands in the end: ‘Stretch yourself 
like an animal’, in the original version: ‘Espicha feito um bicho’. The description presented here is 
based on that pseudo-session. 
74 Lygia Clark. Memória do Corpo (Mário Carneiro, 1984), in the original version, ‘… é como se a 
pessoa tivesse dois suportes, porque no momento em que ela destroi o objecto eu estou inteira e não 
sou destruida, e no momento que ela me destroi virtualmente, o objecto continua inteiro’. Concerning 
this detail, Lygia Clark also wrote: ‘When the subject blows the bag he lives the ‘ambivalence’ in 
relation with the object. In the destruction, the “relational object” is a receptacle to receive the atacks 
of the subject, not as a a partial object (cf. Melanie Klein) but still in a non-differentiation’; in the 
original version, ‘Quando o sujeito estoura o saco vivencia a ‘ambivalência’ em relação ao objeto. Na 
destruição, o “objeto relacional” é um receptáculo para receber os ataques do sujeito, não como um 
objeto mesmo parcial (cf. Melanie Klein) mas ainda na indiferenciação’ (Clark, 1997, pp. 321-322). 
75 Lygia Clark mentioned the ‘affective engagement’ in the same context she uses the winnicottian 
concept of the ‘good mother’: ‘The “estruturação do self” consists in a massive maternalization; to 
establish between the mediator and the subject, in real and symbolical way, a relationship similar to 
the one that exists between a “good mother” and her son. (…) It is about understanding the 
fundamental needs of the subject and attend to them through the contact with the body and not 
throught the classical analytical interpretation. This obviously implies an affective engagement of the 
mediator’; in the original version, ‘A “estruturação do self” consiste numa maternalização maciça; 
estabelecer entre o mediador e o sujeito, de um modo real e simbólico, uma relação análoga à que 
existiria entre uma “boa mãe” e o seu filho. (…) Trata-se de compreender as necessidades 
fundamentais do sujeito e responder a elas através do contacto com o corpo e não da interpretação 
analítica clássica. Into implica evidentemente um engajamento afetivo do mediador’. 
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I put it in the hand of the person and it avoids that the person has a great 
regression, because the person is neither what is happening, the 
fantasmagorics the person is living, nor myself (Clark, 1997, pp. 321-
322)76.  
 

The avoidance of language in favour of a direct contact with the body is, 

therefore, a defining factor of the Objetos Relacionais. The objects that Lygia Clark 

created and used from 1965 onward bore a plain plastic content, and depended on an 

experimental bodily approach to set off the suggestive power of their poetic 

potential, which she liked to call magic (Ferreira, 1996, p. 262)77. The origin of the 

concrete allure and protean serendipity of the Objetos Relacionais can be traced back 

to Caminhando (1963), the act of cutting along a Moebius stripe, in which the 

attributes of the object served primarily the purpose of a transient personal 

experience78. With these resolutions the artist managed to withdraw from a 

disciplinary framing within the codified languages of art, and discharged the object, 

in itself, of iconographic binding, directing onto its role in the actual experience, 

where sense should henceforth be grasped. In 1968, in one of her letters from Paris, 

Lygia Clark told Hélio Oiticica how she collected stones from the streets and used 

everything that fell on her hands, such as empty potato and onion bags, plastic rugs 

from laundry and plastic gloves used for dying the hair (Clark, 1998, p. 36)79. By 

then Hélio Oiticica had already known the reality of the Mangueira slum and 

developed his Parangolé experiment, which was part of his search for the ‘structure 

                                                             
76 In the original version, ‘… coloco na mão da pessoa e evita que a pessoa tenha uma grande 
regressão, porque ela não é nem o que está acontecendo, nem a fantasmática que a pessoa está 
vivendo, e nem sou eu’. 
77 December 12th, 1976, ‘At the end, he told me that I was a sort of sorcerer and that my work was 
magic and that the sorcerer was a kind of psychoanalyst. I admitted how I loved the word magic, 
which was mistier and richer than any other, even if more scientific’.  
78 Exceptionally in this case, after being cut the object would become something else, useless for a 
repetition of the experience. It is possible to find the resonance of the remnants of the Caminhando 
stripes in the round topological straps that Lygia Clark developed from 1963 to 1965, which she 
named Trepantes (Graspers).    
79 In the original version, ‘Comecei já a trabalhar catando pedras nas ruas, pois dinheiro não há para 
comprar material! Uso tudo que me cai nas mãos, como sacos vazios de batatas, cebolas, plásticos que 
envolvem roupas que vês do tintureiro, e ainda luvas de plástico que uso para pintar os cabelos!’  
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of the object’, a quest supported by the examples of ‘popular constructive 

primitivism’ and its ‘primary constructive nuclei with a defined spatial sense, a 

totality’ (Oiticica, 1986, pp. 66-67). On a previous letter to Oiticica, Clark had said: 

‘the art defended by Restany is a dead art (…) absolutely a different kind of 

naturalism of a very bad quality’ (Clark, 1998, p. 34)80. While Clark detaches her 

research from the residual semantics of the French Nouveaux Réalism, in his reply 

Oiticica further distinguishes it from the Italian Arte Povera, saying that the 

collecting of stones did not stand for a ‘ridiculous demagogic poverty’:  

the so-called Italian povera arte is made with the most advanced means; it 
is the sublimation of poverty, but in a visual anecdotal way, intentionally 
poor but in fact very wealthy; it is the assimilation of the remains of an 
oppressive civilization and its transformation in consumption, the 
capitalization of the idea of poverty. Conversely, for us, it seems that the 
economy of elements is directly connected to the idea of structure, to the 
formation from the beginning, to the non-technical as discipline, to the 
freedom of creation as a supra-economy, in which the rudimentary 
element releases open structures (Clark, 1998, p. 54)81.  

 

The rudimentary semblance of Lygia Clark’s objects eludes the expectations of 

conventional fruition, thus setting up an experimental mediating function. While 

                                                             
80 In the original version, ‘A arte defendida pelo Restany é arte morta: sempre me dá a sensação da 
própria morte do objeto, do bric-à-brac cheio de vivências de afetividades obscuras e nojentas! (…) 
Absolutamente é uma outra espécie de naturalismo, de péssima qualidade – não é arte de jeito nenhum’.  
81 ‘Everything in the movie springs from something “open”, out of nothing, like the third world, and 
what you say about the underdeveloped countries is right, and I think that the stones, the little, as all 
the rest, that you collect on the streets of Paris to make something, is the exact expression of the 
third world. It is not the ridiculous demagogic advertized poverty, but as a child that sees everything 
for the first time and it is essential for the discovery of the “sense”, to feel and to believe in the 
existence of the senses (…) the so-called Italian arte povera is made with the with the most advanced 
means; it is the sublimation of poverty, but in a visual anecdotal way, intentionally poor but in fact 
very wealthy; it is the assimilation of the remains of an oppressive civilization and its transformation 
in consumption, the capitalization of the idea of poverty. Conversely, for us, it seems that the 
economy of elements is directly connected to the idea of structure, to the formation from the 
beginning, to the non-technical as discipline, to the freedom of creation as a supra-economy, in which 
the rudimentary element releases open structures’; in the original version, ‘Tudo no filme nasce de 
algo “aberto”, do nada, como o terceiro mundo, e o que você diz sobre os países subdesenvolvidos é 
certo, e creio que as pedras, o pouco como o resto que você cata nas ruas de Paris para fazer algo, é a 
expressão exacta do terceiro mundo. Não a pobreza demagógica e panfletária, ridícula, mas como uma 
criança que vê tudo pela primeira vez e é essencial para a descoberta do “senso”, sentir e crer na 
existência dos sentidos (…) a tal povera arte italiana é feita com os meios mais avançados; é a 
sublimação da pobreza, mas de modo anedótico, visual, propositalmentne pobre mas na verdade bem 
rica: é a assimilação dos restos de uma civilização opressiva e sua transformação em consumo, a 
capitalização da ideia de pobreza. Para nós não, parece que a economia de elementos está diretamente 
ligada à ideia de estrutura, à formação desde o início, à não-técnica como disciplina, à liberdade de 
criação como a supra-economia, onde o elemento rudimentar já libera estruturas abertas’. 
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some of the objects are portable and kindle specific sensory modalities, the vast 

majority are wearable, holistic and/or inter-connective82.  

In the Estruturação do Self, the Objeto Relacional, as a facilitator in the transient 

personal experience, ‘does not bear specificity in itself’, as the artist explained:  

As its own name says it is defined by the relationship established with 
the fantasy of the subject. The same object can express different 
meanings to different subjects at different moments. It is the target of 
the aggressive and passional charge of the subject, as the subject ascribes 
it with meaning, losing the status of simple object in order to, 
impregnated, be lived as a living part of the subject (Clark, 1997, p. 
319)83.  

 

On her records of the sessions, besides other references and information, Lygia Clark 

took written notes of relevant responses of the clients to specific objects, recounting 

the imagery that emerged with the apprehension of each object, which would be 

turned into something other than itself, often through archaic images of different 

types. The available records provide examples of this, such as the following note on 

‘CASE 33 – M’ (Ferreira, 1996, pp. 257-274), taken from a sequence that covers a 

period of one year of sessions with the ‘subject’ M.:  

I placed on his belly the stocking full of ping-pong balls (with larger 
balls on one side) and, on his forehead, a shell. He experienced the first 
material as if it were a three-headed serpent that entered into his belly 
and nestled on him. He also said, regarding the second material, that he 
had on his forehead a precious stone, which later transformed into a star 
– he could even feel its flash as a halo around his head.  

 

The three-headed serpent ‘nestled on the belly’ may well represent the three subtle 

                                                             
82 Respectively: portable, the Luvas Sensoriais (Sensorial Gloves), the Máscaras Sensoriais (Sensorial 
Masks), or the Óculos (Glasses), 1968; wearable and holistic, the Máscaras Abismo (Abyss Masks), 1968, or 
the Camisa-de-Força (Straitjacket), 1969; wearable, holistic and inter-connective, Diálogo de Mãos 
(Hand Dialogue), 1966, all of the Série Roupa-Corpo-Roupa (Series Clothe-Body-Clothe), 1967, Casal 
(Couple), 1969, as well as the devices Arquiteturas Biológicas (Biological Architectures), 1969, and the 
Fantasmagorics of the Body, from 1973 onward.  
83 Objeto relacional (Relational object), in the original version, ‘O “objeto relacional” não tem 
especificidade em si. Como o próprio nome indica é na relação estabelecida com a fantasia do sujeito 
que ele se define. O mesmo objeto pode expressar significados diferentes para diferentes sujeitos em 
diferentes momentos. Ele é alvo da carga afetiva e passional do sujeito, na medida em que o sujeito lhe 
empresta significado, perdendo a condição de simples objeto para, impregnado, ser vivido como parte 
viva do sujeito’. 
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conduits – idá, pingalá and sushumná – involved in the ascension of the kundaliní 

energy and the resulting syndrome of ‘illumination’, referred by M. as ‘a halo around 

the head’, yet another example of the emergence of the unconscious, embodied 

knowledge, remider of the creative, cosmological teleology of human 

psychophysiology. The fact that the Objeto Relacional becomes ‘the target of the 

aggressive and passional charge of the subject’ suggests that a primary aim of the 

sessions of the Estruturação do Self was to grab hold of this ‘charge’ and all that it 

brought:  

The process becomes therapeutic with the regularity of the sessions, 
which enable a progressive elaboration of the fantasmagorics arisen by 
the potentialities of the “relational objects”. By manipulating the 
“relational object” the subject lives a pre-verbal language. The “relational 
object” touches directly the psychotic nucleus of the subject. The touch 
on the body is seized by the psychotic nucleus of the subject adding to 
the formation of the ego, as this touch is digested, metabolized and 
transformed in a symbolic equation (…) [the subject] lives concretely his 
aggressive or loving tendencies in relation to the object (Clark, 1997, p. 
320)84.  

 

In Lygia Clark’s own words, in a letter to Guy Brett in 1983, the Estruturação 

do Self could only have happened in Brazil:  

with time, watching the movies they are now making here, I changed my 
mind concerning a question on art. Language now, in these movies, is 
Brazilian and they could only have been made in Brazil (...) This means 
that you were right when you put this problem to me, in a letter, asking 
my opinion. It is not because of the theme, but because of the language 
that expresses the theme. It is universal in its quality, but could only 
have been born here, this new language. (...) even today, the work of 
Oiticica, as well as my present work, if we didn’t have the roots we have, 
we wouldn’t have done it (Clark, 1997, p. 336)85.  

                                                             
84 Objeto relacional em contexto terapêutico (The relational object in therapeutic context), in the original 
version, ‘O processo se torna terapêutico pela regularidade das sessões, que possibilitam a elaboração 
progressiva da fantasmática provocada pelas potencialidades dos “objetos relacionais”. Ao manipular o 
‘objeto relacional’ o sujeito vive uma linguagem pré-verbal. O “objeto relacional” toca diretamente o 
núcleo psicótico do sujeito. O toque do corpo é apropriado pelo núcleo psicótico do sujeito 
contribuindo para a formação do ego, toques este digerido, metabolizado e transformado em equação 
simbólica (…) ele vivencia no concreto as suas tendências agressivas ou amorosas em relação ao 
objeto’. 
85 In the original version: ‘com o tempo, vendo o cinema que estão fazendo aqui mudei de ideia a 
respeito de uma pergunta sobre arte. A linguagem agora, nestes filmes, é brasileira e só no Brasil 
poderiam ter sido feitos… Isso quer dizer que você tinha razão quando colocou o problema para mim, 
numa carta, onde me pediu opinião. Não é pelo tema, mas sim pela linguagem que expressa o tema. É 
universal pela qualidade, mas só aqui poderia nascer esta nova linguagem. (…) mesmo hoje, o trabalho 
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Conveyed in different kinds of remarks, in several letters that Lygia Clark wrote 

between 1968 and 1971 while living in Paris, it is possible to shape her critical view 

on culture and her longing for a culture that is alive. She stated she was ‘convinced 

that the future belongs to an underdeveloped people’ and complained about ‘the 

absolute absence of sense of the people here’ (Clark, 1998, p. 38)86, reiterating that 

she found them to be ‘dead’ (Clark, 1998, p. 181-181, 212)87. Commenting on 

François Truffaut’s film L’Enfant Sauvage, she bluntly wrote that ‘only the French 

with their cartesianism could justify a pseudo-recovery of a wonderful wild child 

who ends up in the suburbs of Paris, neither person nor animal’ (Clark, 1997, p. 

259)88; and proclaiming the vital force of madness she commented:  

I have had enough of straight people. I prefer the Engenho de Dentro 
with a fabulous Rogério Duarte, where Emídio expressed himself or 
Rafael eats pencils and faeces, yet how wonderous, magistral what he 
expresses (Clark, 1998, p. 181-182)89.  

                                                             
de um Oiticica e também o meu atual, se não tivéssemos as raízes que temos, não o teríamos feito’. 
86 ‘I am more and more convinced that the future belongs to an underdeveloped people. The absolute 
absence of sense of the people here is remarkable. Apart from the France Soir that is the major little 
newspaper here that slightly reminds our popular newspapers, the rest is silence. Television is a drag, 
good only to learn geography, which I am doing’; in the original version, ‘Estou cada vez mais 
convencida de que o futuro pertence a um povo subdesenvolvido. A absoluta ausência de sentido do 
povo aqui é notável. Fora o France Soir que é o maior jornaleco daqui e que lembra um pouco os 
nossos jornais populares, o resto é silêncio. Televisão chatérrima, só é boa para aprender geografia, o 
que ando fazendo’. 
87 ‘Back to Paris I returned thin (...) I found everyone just the same, either they hide life or they are 
dead’; in the original version, ‘De volta a Paris vim magra (…) Encontrei toda a gente na mesma, ou 
escondem a vida ou estão mortos’. Lygia Clark also wrote: ‘The crap is general here. There is no 
people. Everything is Inez Verdaz or still that ham Malraux who invents everyday to decorate Paris. 
His last invention seems a Russian thing: works of art in the Tube. Got it?’; in the original version: 
‘Aqui a merda é geral. Não existe povo. Tudo é Inez Verdaz ou ainda o canastrão do Malraux que 
inventa todos os dias de enfeitar Paris. Sua última invenção parece coisa de russo: obras de arte no 
Metrô. Morou?’ (Clark, 1998, p. 63). See also note 180. 
88 ‘I also watched The Wild Child, and only the French with all their cartesianism could justify a 
pseudo-recovery of a a wonderful wild child who ends up in the suburbs of Paris, neither person nor 
animal’; in the original version, ‘Vi também L’Enfant Sauvage, e só mesmo o francês com todo o seu 
cartesianismo poderia justificar uma pseudo-recuperação de um maravilhoso bicho-menino que acaba 
sua vida no suburbia de Paris sem ser gente, e nem bicho’. 
89 ‘When you tell me the horrible things that happened with your friends, I think it is very positive, 
because it proves that we are the ones who have a lot to tell! Here it is the contrary: all of them are 
very nice, in their uniform, in need of a madness to take them out of that mediocrity, but noone dares 
putting their feet out of the blanket, they’re all dead! Yours are alive in their madness, in their own 
extrapolation, and it is out of that that something vital will come and not from here… I have had 
enough of straight people. I prefer the Engenho de Dentro with a fabulous Rogério Duarte, where 
Emídio expressed himself or Rafael eats pencils and faeces, yet how wonderous, magistral what he 
expresses’; in the original version, ‘Quando você me conta que coisas horríveis aconteceram com os 
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She begged for people, ‘What I want is people, regardless of age, colour, nationality, 

(…) I want people and people is what is important’ (Clark, 1998, p. 212)90, and later 

said that ‘one of her greatest joys in her return to Brazil was walking along 

Copacabana and feel her body brushing against other people’s bodies’, and how 

erroneous was the idea that the French were sensual, remarking that ‘Paris was her 

concentration camp in terms of the body’91. Hubert Godard92, a Frenchman who 

examines Lygia Clark’s work from the standpoint of the ‘subjective sight’, that is, as 

a ‘dive into the foregoing sight, the pre-glance, or blind look’ (Clark, 2005, p. 73), 

also finds a unique feature in what he calls the ‘Brazilian corporality’, in which ‘there 

are less of the staunch icons of corporality’, something ‘overwhelming to see’:  

The Brazilian body is a body of fluxes and less a body of images (…) a 
kind of ability that you can feel in the language, in the music of the 
language, of the bodies, in the miscegenation. (…) I have travelled a lot 
in Africa, North America, other places, and I never saw such ability to 
miscegenate, to mix (Clark, 2005, p. 77). 

 

Godard uses Merleau Ponty’s conception of a ‘double movement’ concerning the use 

of the senses, ‘When I touch the table, at the same time, the table touches me’ (Clark, 

2005, p. 74), to better explain the swapping, in the functioning of the senses, 
                                                             
seus amigos, acho muito positivo, pois prova que é a gente que tem um porrada de coisas para dizer! 
Aqui é o contrário: todos estão bonzinhos, de uniforme, precisando de uma loucura para tirá-los dessa 
mediocridade, mas ninguém ousa botar os pés para fora dos cobertores, todos estão mortos! Os seus 
estão vivos na própria loucura, na própria extrapolação, e é daí que sairá qualquer coisa de vital e não 
daqui… Ando farta de gente certinha; já pefiro um Engenho de Dentro onde entra um fabuloso 
Rogério Duarte onde um Emídio se expressou ou um Rafael come lápis e fezes, mas que maravilhoso, 
o que expressa é magistral’. Lygia Clark repeated in several occasions that she preferred to work with 
borderline, or psychotics, than with neurotics adding that ‘she was convinced that the neurotic is the 
sick one and the bordeline is the healthy one who creates culture’; in the original version, ‘Aliás, estou 
convencida de que o neurótico é que é o doente e o borderline é o sadio que cria a cultura”, in: Letter 
to Guy Brett, Rio de Janeiro, 14 de outubro de 1983 (Clark, 1997, p. 338). 
90 ‘I don’t wish to create a new elite. What I want is people, and perhaps I have more sense on the 
recovered places, looking to give one other to the people. I repeat: what I want is people, regardless of 
age, colour, nationality, state of mental sanity, bourgeois, proletary, children, it doesn’t matter, what I 
want is people and people is what is important, fuck the system!’; in the original version, ‘Não quero 
criar nova elite. Quero é gente, e talvez nos lugares mais recuperados é que eu tenha mais sentido, 
procurando dar outro às pessoas. Repito: quero é gente, não importa a cor, idade, nacionalidade, 
estado de sanidade mental, burgueses, proletários, crianças, não importa, eu quero é gente e gente é 
que é importante, o sistema que se foda!’ 
91 Regina Vater (Brett, 2005, p. 120) 
92 Director for the Dance and Movement Analysis Department of the University of Paris VIII, 
researcher of the practice and study of movement in its different aspects, from biomechanics, different 
body technics, psychology and the aesthetic of human expression. 
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between objectively perceiving and subjectively apprehending, a core phenomenon 

in Clark’s work, according to him. In all probability, the state of organic 

susceptibility, central to the sessions of the Estruturação do Self, would enhance this 

transit in bodies already culturally predisposed for modes of flux. 


